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Interview with a star...
Name:

I Vocabulary Check                                                      (25 P)
1 Find a word or expression that means the same as described in the paraphrase:
a) time between two lessons [or two other activities] (1 noun): (1)

b) act in a way to get on other people’s nerves (1 verb):      (1)
c) all the installations, special rooms, tech devices that make life better for students (1)

(2-word expression):                                                    
d) have similarities to other things / people (2-word expression): (1)

e) to have happy feelings towards something in advance: (expression with 3 elements): (1)

2 Translate the following sentences:
f) Wenn du genügend sparst, hast du genug Geld im Geldbeutel.  If... (2)

g) Wann wirst du (endlich) lernen, selbstständig zu sein?!?
                                                                                     (2)

h) Freiwillige organisieren im Studentenheim Freizeitaktivitäten für nächsten Samstag.  
Das ist ein Ereignis, das das Schliessen von neuen Freundschaften fördert. Und es
lässt dich die lästigen Pflichten an der Uni vergessen [use a multi-word expression for
“vergessen lassen”].                                                     (8)

3 Translate into idiomatic German:

i) I would rather you didn’t show this picture to anyone. (2)

j) By 2050 the environmental situation should start to look up again. (2)

k) He was sensible enough not to risk his life in the storm. (2)

l) You will get specific instruction at a yet unspecified time. (2)
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IIa) Questions:                                                                  (11 P)
Make A QUESTION to get the answer that you can read (keep tense where there is one):
e.g.  I live in London. (---> you write: )         .........Where do you live?.............................

1 We loved swimming when we were kids.    .........................................................................
2 Because it is so refreshing.                        .........................................................................
3 No, he never does.                                       .........................................................................
4 Yes, I have got one.                                     .........................................................................
5 At about five o’ clock last night.                .........................................................................
6 By Saturday next week.                              .........................................................................

IIb) Complete the sentence with a NEGATIVE statement (short answer or full sentence):
e.g. Terry loves chocolate, but Harry (----> you write:)  ..........doesn’t (like it at all). 

1 We always had coffee after dinner, but Sue ..........................................................................
2 Paul has never played the piano, but Joe ............................................................................
3 My parents understand Russian, but Sue’s parents .............................................................
4 Her brothers all loved to cook when I first met them. But recently, (they, not cook 

much anymore) .....................................................................................................................
5 We all adored the dancing, but they ....................................................................................

III A few theory questions about present, past, present perfect:   (8 P)
1. Indicate the expression that is your hint for the choice of present perfect CONTINUOUS in the 

following sentence (write two words): He has been studying all night. ................................
2. Indicate the expression that is your hint for the choice of present CONTINUOUS in the 

following sentence (write two words):  This week he is not going to the club. .............................
3.*) What type of action does the past continuous represent in the following sentence?

“They were walking towards the car when it suddenly exploded.”  / Underline or highlight
the most precise statement:
I      a new action that started in that moment
II     a background action in the past
III     an action that happened before another action in the past
IV    an action that was in progress when a new action started
V     a background action in the past

4.*) True or False?
To describe a sequence of actions in the past (and then, and then, and then...) you use the
past  CONTINUOUS.
• true                                                                 (underline or highlight the correct answer)
• false                                                                (underline or highlight the correct answer)

*) With questions 3. and 4. there are ZERO points for NO answer and MINUS ONE POINT for
the wrong answer and +2 points for the correct answer. So, don’t just guess...
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IVa) Fill in a form of the PRESENT/PAST/PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE or CONTINUOUS (+, -, ?)
of the verb given in brackets. NO other forms, they will be honoured with NO points. (10 P)

IVb) Choose between Gerund and Infinitive (with “to” or “bare”) in the following sentences: (10 P)

1 .................................... (chose) the right form is not always easy.
2 Our English teacher recommended .................................... (read) a lot in English

.................................... (get) a good feeling for the language.
3 I want ....................................(know) the reason for your .................................... (leave) me.
4 Much as I enjoy .................................... (be) with people, there are times when I would rather

.................................... (be) alone with nobody .................................... (talk) to me at all.
5 Bye bye now, I am looking forward to .................................... (see) again soon.
6 If you can’t concentrate, why don’t you try .................................... (sleep) a bit more instead

of .................................... (text) with your friends all night long. Just try ....................................
(ignore) any message that comes in after 10pm. I know, it is hard ....................................(do),
but it is better than .................................... (get) worse at .................................... (write) tests
in school by the week. If you manage .................................... (do) that (I mean not
.................................... (answer) messages after 10pm), you will be able
.................................... (achieve) much more in your life. All right, you dislike
.................................... (be) told what .................................... (do) by your friends. Let me just
.................................... (add) that I unfortunately forgot .................................... (re-
member) .................................... (shut up). Sorry!
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V Text: Make an exclusive interview with one or two stars that you like (or invent). Use pre-
sent –, present perfect – , and past tenses: (at least 1 questions with each tense form). Use
also two correct GERUND and two correct INFINITVE STRUCTURES. Write around 120
words all in all. If you don’t know a celebrity, invent a name and a life for them. (16 P: 6/6/5)

The End


